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Situation

The COVID-19 pandemic has  demonstrated the interconnected nature of our world - and that no one is safe

until everyone is safe.  Only by acting in solidarity can communities save lives and overcome the devastating

socio-economic impacts of the virus. The pavilion is created so satisfy the needs of the new normal reality.

The pavilion is made of wood and is separated on two section by the wall that is placed in the middle. The

idea was to create togetherness that is safe for all of us.Imagine your local park on a warm summer night,

mild breeze drifting through the trees and a throng of people sprawled out on the grass, gathered beneath

the stars to share the experience of watching a great movie in a glorious outdoor setting.Outdoor movies are

truly a unique summer experience for people of all ages, giving people one more reason to come together in

a beautiful setting to enjoy our short summers.
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Best of all, the inflatable screen is significantly larger than that of a

standard movie theatre making for a larger and more comfortable

seating area for viewers. Needless to say, watching an outdoor

movie at the open-air cinema is a truly memorable experience.

Exposure to natural light helps our bodies produce Vitamin D,

improves our circadian rhythms and sleep patterns, helps us to

focus, enables us to get more done, and even makes us happier.

Ensuring we get enough of this vital resource is key to our physical

and psychological wellbeing. But according to research, we now

spend close to 90% of our lives indoors - making it difficult to

experience the benefits of natural light, as we simply aren't getting

enough of it.Regardless of our modern innovations, human beings are
still biologically programmed to benefit from exposure to daylight. The
rapid rate of technological advancement has vastly overtaken the
speed of our natural evolution, and as a result of artificial lighting, we
no longer experience the day and night cycles our bodies are designed
to work around.

-The pavilion is created so satisfy the needs of the new normal reality.

-The pavilion is made of wood and is separated on two section by the wall that is placed in the middle.

-The idea was to create togetherness that is safe for all of us.

The first half of the pavilion has many different

functions, and many different activities that can

happen in that part, depending on the needs of the

users, some of the activities are: cinema, space for

opened discutions also as a space for different kind

of artistic performance. The sitting area is defined
by the wooder stairs with amphiteatrical form.
That area can be used by around ten people with
phicycal distance (2m) between each one of them.
The dimensions of this first half are 9 by 12m.

The other half of this pavilion is for the productive
part of everyday life. This other half has opened
concept, but by the placement of the columns it
give the feeling like it is separeted on two other
halves, first one can be used as a studio that is
connected to the second half which can be used as
soace for exhibitions of any kind.  The dimensions
of this part of the pavilion are also 9 by 12m.

Pavilion can also be used for different activities by
resident of Lazaropole.
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